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About This Content

Immerse yourself in the world of Arthanswold with the complete Witanlore: Dreamtime soundtrack. Explore the unique musical
styling from every unexplored corner of the map as painted through sound and song.
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1. Oghdan's Dream

2.Chut'que

3.First Rays of Light Over Duan Rhod

4.Kit'ke

5.Kindred

6.On the Valley

7.Clawdance

8.Witanwill

9.Ballestra

10. Deskara Stirs

11. A Thousand Eyes

12. Uncle's Tales

13. Sons of the Bear

14. Fairwood

15. Fast Angling

16. Journey

17. Brigand Blade

18. Revelations from a Prophecy

19. The Veil

20. Nightlore

21. Heritage

22. The Ritual

23. The Great White Bear Mystery

24. Meeting the Hooded Figure

25. Ffyn's First Quarrel

26. A New Tale is Born

27. A Thousand Voices

28. Blood Solstice
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29. The Queen

30. The Queen's nest

31. Geden's Peace

32. He-Walks-Before

33. Strings for a Fisherman

34. Wenmera

35. Remains of the Underwater Elders

36. A Tragic Legacy

37. Battleframe

38. Salmon Rush

39. Fair Breeze

40. Beodlyft

41. Hidden Temple

42. Unshrouded

43. Proving Ground

44. Meervane

45. Plays-Like-Gopher

46. Haggling Sailor

47. Through the Canyon Wastes

48. Kamal-tze

49. The Wind Whispers

50. Echoes of Khet

51. Hall of Old Souls

52. Entering the Main Temple

53. Ffyn

54. Ffyn's Match

55. Heed the Call
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56. Faelora within the Veil

57. Drinkin' Bear

58. Nightwhispers

59. Dreamworld

60. Mother's Song
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It would be fun if  I KNEW HOW TO PLAY . This game is a joke as pay to play. I am still playing it but it is sad..
Tactical genital poking.

10\/10

Looking forward to online multiplayer.. DLC plot in a nutshell: "Hwoops! Did I do thaaaat?". I cannot recommend
this game in it's current state for one very very simple reason
There's a delay between pressing the button and jumping

That's all, that's my only problem. It's still fun, but the jumping thing ruins it.. In my short play I would say if you like
true arcade type VR experiences then this definately will scratch that itch. Good graphics, smooth game play. Anyone
can jump right into it and have fun although as it goes it gets harder. I got this on sale for like $6 so it was worth that
much I'd say. Buy it and enjoy it.

Short game play here:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/HtEsNOs4soQ
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Very fun game! Would like to see it updated, changing characters, more maps, maybe more gamemodes. very fun game to play
around in. Awesome doco but whoever did the sound mix needs to be shot. The music is constantly drowning out the dialogue
and considering this is a documentary where you... you know... want to hear what people are saying, it's bloody annoying. Still
recommended but be warned - you'll be straining the old ears a bit.. Its not for every one but I love it!. Loved the original, and
this one blows it away! I have only made it to that worthless "Hogg" so far, but just getting started! Great game, packed to the
gills with mematic epicness. ~shadilay. I've been enjoying C:S for almost two years now. I tried to run it off of a 2nd or 3rd-gen
i5 processor with native graphics and that flopped at first. But, 6 months later, I bought a laptop with a 6th-gen 4-core i7 and
NVIDIA GTX 960M. The fans run loud, but the game runs beautifully at 1080p maxed out. So, before you read the review,
read this to get a sense of the game's needs.

Let's now get into the actual review! First off, one of the things I immediately noticed playing C:S was the amount of freedom
you're given. So much land, so many different building options & features--this game has it all! And here I am, more than four
years after the release, going on about C:S! Something else that was noticeable was the workshop support. I am glad to say that
NO OTHER GAME I know of on Steam has this much support on the Workshop. There are literal MILLIONS of items to
download onto C:S. At least hundreds of thousands. And, while some are better than others, they all combine to make your
game a better one in the long run. Plus, everything is customizable, meaning the game can cater to my needs as well. Lastly,
there is no other game like C:S. Although SimCity tries (and fails) to keep up, no other game can surpass the level of support,
freedom, or amount of time you can play this game for without getting bored of it. One of the greatest parts includes how you
make what you want. Mods are needed, sure, but everything you do in C:S is basically original to you. It's a your-eyes-only game
or a community-shared game. It all depends on what you want to do. And, you get to choose that decision!

I can't seem to find any major thing wrong with Cities: Skylines. I cannot stress to you how freakin' much I love this game or
how the team is still creating major updates and packs 4 years after launch. I expected to play this 1-2 years max. But, my
expectations were outdone. This entire review is honestly an understatement, and honest. You can't forget that I am being 100%
honest when I say it's worth the money. Packs? Maybe... But, whatever you're thinking about this game, it should be positive,
because that's all I think when i play this game. Thank you and good night.. Worth the $8 For a amazing game with a great
story!. Fun littel game with flaws.
You can clearly see it is early access but it is still fun but not worth the money for now.. I did all the flight training for my
Private Pilots license in a Cessna 152 II and currently own a Cessna 150. I have over 700 hours in 150's and 152's and find the
flight model in Cessna 152 II addon to be quite close to the flight characteristics of the actual aircraft. I do believe, however,
that the stall break in the actual aircraft is more pronounced than what has been modeled in the Cessna 152 II addon.
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